OVERSEAS ENGLISH & CULTURE STUDY PROGRAMME
UNIVERSITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

DURATION 18 May - 11 June 2021

LOCATION UBC Virtual Classroom Platform

TEACHING MODES

Synchronous teaching (9 hours per week)
7:00am – 9:15am, every Tuesday to Friday (Hong Kong Time)
4:00pm – 6:15pm, every Monday to Thursday, (Vancouver Time)
4-Week Modules and Themes: Living in Communities, Sports in the World, The Consumer, Global Citizen

Asynchronous teaching (6 hours per week)
Independent learning outside of class time facilitated by the instructor, including:
- participating in weekly discussion forums moderated by current UBC students as Cultural Assistants
- recording video responses or oral diaries and posting to the discussion board
- creating a pitcha kutchas or podcasts
- writing critical reflections
- working with classmates on projects

FEE HK$900, with College subsidy of over 90% of programme fee

Students who fail to fulfil the below programme commitments will be required to pay the full programme fee (CAD$1,475):
1) Achieve 90% of the programme attendance AND get a ‘Satisfactory’ grade (50-65%) or above in the transcript;
2) Attend all programme activities (including pre/post programme briefing/workshops), submit report and share learning experience.

Students who have proven financial need may apply for additional subsidy. For details, please contact Ms. LEUNG (3943 1549 / yanningleung@cuhk.edu.hk).

A certificate of completion and a transcript will be issued by UBC to students who have completed the programme.

SELECTION CRITERIA Motivation / Interpersonal and group interaction skills / Cultural awareness


DEADLINE 3 May 2021 (Monday) 9:00am

ENQUIRY Ms. LEUNG (3943 1549/ yanningleung@cuhk.edu.hk)